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Abstract- Among the use of the web and cloud computing, online social network is an extremely main stream service. Since great 

deal of data is put away in Online Societal Community stage security endurance on such application is a critical issue. If client 

scramble their messages, the online informal organization cannot generate exact advertisements to the user. Thus, to accomplish 

both protection and precise notice is a basic issue unfortunately online informal organization cannot accomplish both protection 

safeguarding and exact advertisement simultaneously to the users. In this prospect the predicate encryption for online informal 

organization platform is proposed primary multi receiver. The predicate encryption is utilized which provides shorter cipher text 

that indeed provides us more privacy/security and reduces the cost of encryption and decryption. 

 

Index Terms— Online societal community, predicate encryption, multi receiver encryption. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Web and distributed computing are flourishing over the 

entire world lately. A standout amongst the most prominent 

and different administration is online informal organization 

for example face book, Google, twitter etc. A ton of 

individual information will be put away into online informal 

organization stages so the security of stages is to be ensured. 

Numerous chips away at the protection conservation of 

online informal organization have been proposed. In the 

engineering of an online informal organization stage, online 

informal organization suppliers make benefits from 

promotion revenue to empower proceeded with tasks. Be 

that as it may, a securing client protection and creating exact 

commercial at the same time maybe a logical inconsistency 

in online informal organization stages because of an 

accompanying reason 1] Online informal organization 

suppliers separate the catch phrases from client’s 

information and messages for sponsors. Be that as it may, 

this needs client’s information to be in non-encoded 

structures and in the manner uncovered the security of users. 

2] If client encode the information before posting for 

security preserving, at that point online informal 

organization supplier cannot extricate the catchphrases from 

the cipher text. 

A clear answer for this issue would be predicate encryption 

(PE), which was first presented by Katz et al. in 2008. Such 

encryption systems give an assessment for encoded 

messages with predicate tokens, which makes it achievable 

to seek in cipher text space. There are two writes in PE: 

lopsided predicate encryption (ASPE) and symmetric 

predicate encryption (SPE). The primary contrast between 

these two writes is the personality of the searcher. SPE is 

suitable for the frameworks where the searcher is the person 

who scrambles the information, for example, individual 

cloud stockpiles. In an ASPE framework, all things 

considered, the searcher isn't really the encryptor of the 

information.  

Subsequently, ASPE is fitting for secure email frameworks 

or charge card installment doors. It appears that ASPE may 

be more appropriate in explaining the opposing situation in 

Online Societal Community stages. Moreover, the 

catchphrases of ASPE are related with the cipher text, which 

is reasonable for suppliers to deliver modified promotion 

productively. At the point when ASPE is connected, be that 

as it may, the encryption strategy needs to utilize the 

parameters characterized by the beneficiary to empower the 

pursuit. This necessity will cause an incredible cost on 

correspondence. For example, if a sender needs to share a 

file with a n-dimensional predicate vector to t beneficiaries, 

at that point it will bring about a cipher text of O(n × t) 

length. All together to adapt to the issues said above for the 

Online Societal Community stage, multi-receiver predicate 

encryption (MRPE) is proposed. The fundamental 

distinction amongst ASPE and MRPE is that, in an ASPE 

conspire; every client will produce his own particular open 

parameters. As specified over, this would prompt the 

unfortunate development of cipher texts, since a sender 

should utilize diverse open parameters to execute the 

encryption calculation for every collector. In our MRPE 

plot, people in general parameters are characterized by an 

outsider, and the encryption procedure can be performed 

with contributing an arrangement of recipients. Since 

general society parameters are autonomous of the collectors, 

the length of a cipher text can be compacted. This property 

can't be accomplished in ASPE on the grounds that in an 

ASPE, a tuple of open parameters would compare to a 
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mystery key. On the off chance that every client has similar 

open parameters in an ASPE, they will likewise have a 

similar mystery key. 

In the proposed MRPE conspire every client is permitted to 

pick his very own piece mystery esteem, while having a 

similar open parameter. Therefore, when the proposed 

MRPE plot is connected to Online Societal Community, do 

the clients ensure their security as well as they can look 

through the intrigued cipher text productively. Moreover, 

the online informal organization supplier is fit for finding 

comparing catchphrases and delivering tweaked promotion, 

and in addition, the length of a figure content is O(n + t) as 

it were. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

The author [1] describes that Online Social Networks have 

progressed toward becoming piece of everyday life for 

many clients. This paper means to give knowledge into 

security in cloud. Initially, a grouping of various kinds of 

Online Networks in view of their tendency and intention is 

made. Next, various sorts of information contained in 

networks are recognized. The related security hazards in 

connection to the two clients and Service Providers are 

distinguished. This gives comparable usefulness to 

mechanisms on existing interpersonal organizations without 

revealing information to the SNO. This paper does not 

concentrate on providing security. 

The author [3] describes Predicate encryption which is an 

imperative cryptographic crude that has been as of late 

examined and that has discovered wide applications.. A 

predicate encryption conspires therefore gives the proprietor 

of the ace mystery key n-grained control on which figure 

writings can be decoded and this enables user to assign the 

unscrambling of various kinds of messages (as determined 

by the property vector) to various substances. In this paper, 

a development for shrouded vector encryption which is an 

extraordinary instance of predicate encryption plans is 

proposed. The user can gain the access easily and work 

efficiently on online community. The user must have more 

knowledge about the cryptographic technique. 

The author [4] presents his paper by giving functionalities 

that permit the clients to use online network and to oversee 

in a safe and private way,  the production of their data or 

potentially assets is an important and a long way from minor 

point that has been under investigation from different 

investigate groups. In this work, a system that enables 

clients to characterize exceptionally expressive access 

arrangements to their assets in a way that the 

implementation does not require the intercession of a 

(trusted or not) outsider is given. With effective repudiation 

enables a client to proficiently deny all the produced keys 

enabling access to a given asset, repudiating the 

appointment also. Implementation of this concept requires 

more cost. 

The author [5] presents MAUI, a framework that empowers 

fine-grained vitality mindful offload of portable code to the 

foundation. MAUI utilizes the advantages of an oversaw 

code condition to offer the best of the two universes: it 

bolsters fine-grained code offload to amplify vitality reserve 

funds with insignificant weight on the developer. Data 

transmission is faster which indeed reduces the cost 

estimates. 

The author [2] Persona uses cryptographic primitives that 

include attribute-based encryption (ABE), traditional public 

key cryptography (PKC), and automated key management 

mechanisms to translate between the hosts. Persona achieves 

privacy by encrypting private content and prevents misuse 

of a user’s applications through authentication. The process 

used in the paper is very cost effective and it takes huge 

amount of storage 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

Among the utilizations of the web and distributed 

computing, online informal organization is an exceptionally 

prevalent administration. Since a considerable measure of 

individual data is put away on the online informal 

community stage, security insurance on such an application 

has turned into a basic issue. Aside from this, online 

informal community stages require commercial income to 

empower proceeded with tasks. Nonetheless, if the clients 

encode their messages, at that point online informal 

organization suppliers can't produce exact commercial to 

clients. Along these lines, show how to accomplish both 

security saving and exact promotion is a value talking about 

issue. Sadly, none of the takes a shot at online informal 

organizations can accomplish both securities saving also, 

exact commercial at the same time. The cyber space and 

distributed computing are progressing over whole world 

lately. One of the highest approved and assorted 

maintenance is online informal organisation. A considerable 

measure of individual data will be put away into online 

informal organization stages, with the goal that the security 

of online informal organization stages ought to be ensured. 

In the design of an online informal organization stage, 

online informal organization suppliers make benefits from 

ad income to empower proceeded with activities. Ensuring 

client protection and creating exact ad at the same time may 

be a logical inconsistency in online informal organization 

stages because of the accompanying reasons. 

Online informal organization providers select the keywords 

from the user’s document and for this, user’s data that have 

been uploaded should be in unencrypted forms which thus 
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cause privacy issue. If users secure or encrypt the document 

that has been uploaded for protection safe guarding, then 

online informal organization suppliers can't remove the 

watchwords from cipher text. A proper solution for this 

issue would be predicate encryption (PE). Such encryption 

instruments give an assessment for scrambled messages 

with predicate tokens, which makes it plausible to seek in 

cipher text space. The modules in existing system are: 

Design of online informal organisation 

The three different characters in the online informal 

organizations design are: online informal organization 

providers, online informal organization users, advertisers. 

The connections among each character are represented in 

the figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1: The design of online informal organisation 

The connection between online informal organization 

suppliers and users: online informal organization suppliers 

allows the client to get registered to the online informal 

organization platform by performing security procedures 

and the client can upload the document to the online 

informal organization such as images and video. For this, 

online informal organization will offer storage and security 

for the authorised users. On the other side, client can also 

download the document that he requires by requesting to 

Online Societal Community 

The connection between suppliers and ad providers: The 

online informal organization suppliers will be having 

client’s information, which have been transferred by clients, 

and they typically contain significant market data for 

promoters who purchase business watchwords from online 

informal organization suppliers to send the clients modified 

notices. In this manner, online informal organization 

suppliers pick up ad benefits from the publicists. 

The connection between the clients: By security setting, 

every sender can progressively pick collectors and set access 

approach of data. 

 

 

B. Asymmetric predicate encryption 

Predicate encryption is an open key encryption that backings 

trait covering up and additionally payload-stowing away and 

accomplishes high adaptability as far as access control.  

In an ASPE framework, after all, the searcher isn’t really the 

encryptor of the information. Thus, ASPE is fitting for 

secure e-mail frameworks or charge card instalment 

gateways. It appears that ASPE may be more reasonable in 

figuring out the inconsistent situation in online informal 

organization field. Besides, the watchwords of ASPE are 

related with the cipher text, which is appropriate for online 

informal organization suppliers to create altered notice 

effectively. At the point when ASPE is connected, 

nonetheless, the encryption technique needs to utilize the 

parameters characterized by the recipient to empower the 

inquiry. This prerequisite will cause a awesome cost on 

correspondence. For example, if a sender needs to share a 

file with a n-dimensional predicate vector to t collectors, at 

that point it will bring about a ciphertext of O(n × t) length 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

To overcome the problem, the multiuser predicate 

encryption is used for the online societal community. In the 

proposed strategy the encrypted message is shared to the 

numerous receivers who can perform decryption on it, the 

encrypted message is shared by the senders to the authorized 

receivers who later use cryptographic techniques to 

download them and open it. The Online community server 

can draw the important key points from the encoded data for 

the advertising company that boost the correctness and the 

precision of the advertisement where the contents of the data 

are not revealed. The proposed system contains the 

following: 

A. Outline of proposed system 

The outline of the proposed scheme is shown in the below 

section. The compound order category M is used here. The 

M has order G which is the result of three different 

subcategories a, b, c. 

Ma: This category performs the stenography to the encoded 

data and for the private key. 

Mb: this category will safeguard the data and encoding for 

the association is performed. 

Mc: This category will protect the information of the other 

sub categories in the system. 

B. Multiple user predicate encryptions 

The Predicate cryptographic techniques consist of the six 

algorithmic rules. The following are the algorithmic rules of 

multi user predicate technique: 

1) Configure: This is the first step in the algorithm, the 

privacy parameter is taken as the input, the output of this 
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step is the sovereign key SCK and the process variables are 

returned. 

2) Unite: The input J is taken which is the indicator of the 

end user j. The key pairs are generated here which are called 

as the public key and the private key, it is demonstrated as 

unite (j) = (PTj, STj). 

3) Predicate extricate: The algorithmic rule illustrates the 

predicate carrier. It gives us the predicate mask. This step is 

called as predicate extricate. 

4) Encipher: This algorithmic rule takes the system 

parameter, original data D and the key carrier as the input 

along with the public keys of y receivers. The output of this 

step is the encoded text. 

5) Sovereign Find: The system parameter, predicate carrier 

and the encoded text are taken as the input and the output of 

this step will be a symbol which is a secret parameter token. 

6)Decipher: This algorithmic step takes the system 

parameters, encoded data, predicate mask, private key STj  

as the input, decryption process is done and the original data 

is returned. 

The predicate encryption strategy provides the trait hiding 

characteristics, privacy aim of this strategy is to safeguard 

the data so that nobody can obtain the details of the key 

points of the encoded data even if the users have the 

predicate carriers. 

C.  The Design of the Online societal community 

The design of the online society is described in this section. 

The above section illustrated the algorithm of the online 

society: Configure, Signup, Data sharing, and remove 

people, Advertisements, Data receiving and downloading.  

 
Figure 2: Design of online society 

 

The online society server performs the configuration where 

the system parameter and the sovereign find are generated. 

The users of the online social community must sign up to 

unite with the online social network. After registering or 

uniting with the online community, the user can choose his 

own secret key.  

The Predicate tokens for the online community are 

generated by the online societal server which finds the 

matching data precisely. By data sharing algorithm step, the 

encryption of the data is performed by the sender and is sent 

to the receiver when he wants if the users like to add or 

remove friends, he can do it by using the adding and 

receiving people step. Advertisement is done efficiently in 

this process where in some important key points are 

extracted from the encrypted data. The data downloading 

step is down where data is downloaded efficiently and 

decryption is done precisely. 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The implementation of the multi receiver predicate 

encryption for online informal community consists of 

following modules: 

 

A. Signing to social network 

In order to participate in actions through online informal 

organization one has to get signed to social network. One 

can sign to network by giving his/her basic details such as 

name, age, sex, etc. User has to create an account by giving 

basic details and setting a password. When the user does 

this, his registration to online informal organization will be 

done. The user will be assigned some id, username and 

password for checking every time he logs in that whether 

the details he gave matches with the registered details. If 

both the data matches then the user is allowed to perform 

the necessary actions through online informal organization. 

B. Task of user over the network 

Network as usual it is a path through which data can be 

transferred between different base station and routers. Here 

with respect to the user, the user can choose file on the 

server side to send file to the receiver side. The receiver on 

the other side receives the file what sender has sent. While 

both sender and receiver (users) works through the network 

i.e., the sender sends files through the network and receiver 

receives files through network. Hence for transmission 

process network plays a very important role. 

C. User encrypted files 

So, as user gives his details during signing to online 

informal organization and online informal organization is a 

social network server. It is necessary to have privacy to be 

on a safer side. To do so the user can encrypt the files he has 

to send to online informal organization, as online informal 
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organization has many users and the files should be received 

only by particular user, the user can encrypt the files. So that 

if someone else other than the person he wants to receive 

has received the files, he cannot download the files unless 

he decrypts it. Encryption is done based on some keys. So 

an intended receiver who has the keys can only access the 

file by decrypting it. 

D. Online social networking server 

It is a very popular and most commonly used by the users. 

Numerous users will be registered to online informal 

organization and works with it. Since many people work 

through online informal organization it is necessary to have 

security, that is having privacy is important. Along with 

sender and receiver the advertisers will also get registered to 

it. The advertisers get keys from online informal 

organization by requesting them. If the online informal 

organization grants them key then they can pop their 

advertisements on the user screen when they are online. The 

sender and receivers, online informal organization acts as an 

interface between them (users). The sender will send files to 

online informal organization, if the user wants to share it 

with other users. 

E. User as receiver 

The receiver is the one who receives files. In order to 

receive files first he has to be authorized user i.e., he/she 

have to be a registered user of online informal organization. 

If not registered yet the user has to get registered at least at 

the time he wants to receive files from online informal 

organization. The receiver can access the file if the user has 

the secret key to decrypt the file. He can only download the 

file, once after decrypting the file which is stored in online 

informal organization server.  

 

VI. RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

 

The predicate encryption scheme used for multiple users in 

inline community provides the identity for each user so they 

register and login into OSN. Each user can choose to upload 

or download data from the online societal network. 

Predicate encryption provides techniques to generate tokens 

and indexes for file encryption through which more privacy 

and security is achieved. This scheme also generates 

advertisement to the users which is a profitable aspect for 

the advertisers who are involved in online societal 

community. The predicate encryption technique will 

produce shorter cipher text during the encryption process 

which indeed reduces the cost and energy consumption. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Due to the flourishing idea of web and distributed 

computing, online informal organization stages have turned 

into a prevalent application. The most imperative issue is 

securing client’s protection and creating precise commercial 

all the while in online informal organization stages. Be that 

as it may, there is no plan that can take care of the issues 

said in of the online informal organization stages. So as to 

adapt with the issues, a multi-recipient predicate encryption 

plot, which can accomplish both protection saving also, 

altered notice is proposed.  Predicate token generation for 

encryption reduces the size of the cipher text. The proposed 

plot is the primary multi-recipient predicate encryption and 

our work underpins a client to look for his intrigued 

information scrambled furthermore, shared by different 

clients in the online informal organization. 
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